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III. INVESTOR PRIVACY
PROF. HAAS: Our next topic is one that we, as consumers,
can all sink our teeth into. It focuses on the following two issues:
first, how secure is our money in the hands of mutual funds; second, to what extent should the fund industry be allowed to use our
personal information for profit-making and other purposes.
With us today to discuss those particular topics and to address
your questions are the following: Larry Barnett, professor at Widener University School of Law; Steve Howard, partner at Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton, & Garrison; Pauline Scalvino, who is a
principal and associate counsel at The Vanguard Group; and lastly
Jason Zweig from Money magazine, who writes a wonderful mutual
fund column each month.
What I would like to do first is talk about the security of funds.
How secure is our money in the hands of mutual funds, or, for that
matter, any other organization, a bank, et cetera? To lead us off on
that, we are going to turn to Larry Barnett, who has written an article on this exact topic and has some interesting things to say about
that. Larry?
MR. BARNETT: The answer is, "I don't know." But let me
begin by pointing out that besides having a background in law, I
also have a background in sociology. I have been impressed that
one of the things that sociologists have not really considered at
length is the issue of trust and the importance, the centrality of
trust to the effective functioning of a society.
I would suggest to you that the securities laws exist not just to
compensate investors or to protect them. The fundamental purpose of the securities laws is to maintain trust in our financial markets and economic system, without which our society would not
function very effectively. And it is within that context I would like
to talk about the protection of and the security of shareholder accounts. The maintenance of trust, in other words, I think is absolutely critical.
I do not know how secure the accounts are at mutual funds. I
suspect that there are considerable differences between fund families. But what triggered my concern with this issue is an incident
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that took place in 1994, when a hacker based in Russia was able to
penetrate the computer system of Citibank and transfer somewhere
between $10 and $12 million of account money to the accounts of
accomplices throughout the world. 1
2
Now, Citibank maintains that it recovered most of the money.
But the incident did take place.3 The hacker, the last I heard, is
sitting in a prison in New York, awaiting trial in federal court. 4 A
disquieting aspect of this crime is that a reporter interviewed some
of the hacker's acquaintances in Russia and discovered that he was
known as having just a third-rate ability as a hacker. 5 Yet he was
able to get into the computer system of a major financial
6
institution.
Obviously financial institutions do not publicize such intrusions. I am not even sure they are required to report any such intrusions to the SEC, at least for mutual funds. It seems to me that if
a hacker with a third-rate ability as a hacker was able to penetrate
the computer system of a major financial institution that we can
expect more attempts or actual intrusions in the future. As I recall,
the gangster Al Capone many years ago was asked, "Why do you rob
banks?" And he said, "That's where the money is."
Between 1990 and 1998 some $1.8 trillion was invested in mutual funds, excluding money market funds.7 There is a lot of
money in mutual funds. 8 The Russian hacker was not skilled, unlike the famous American hacker who was interviewed on "60 Minutes" a week and a half ago and who was recently released from
federal prison. In the interview he said it took him just minutes to
avoid the firewall of a software company that he was trying to pene1. Jennifer Gould, HackerHeist, THE

VILLAGE VoicE,

Dec. 23, 1997, at 39.

2. Amy Harmon, Hacking Theft of $10 Millionfrom Citibank Revealed, Los ANGELES
TIMEs, Aug. 19, 1995, at 1.

3.
4.
Oct. 19,
5.
5, 1996,

6.

See id.
Philip Jacobson, Focus Crime in the Cyber Age, THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH LIMITED,
1997, at 28.
Hugo Cornwall, The Tale of The Russian Hacker,THE GUARDIAN (London), Dec.
at 5.

See id.

New Record Set ForFund Inflows, FUNDS INTERNATIONAL, May 1998, at 3.
8. Lawrence J. DeMaria, Dow Rises By 43.84 to 2, 635.84, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 11,
1987, at Di.
7.
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trate. 9 Given the incident with Citibank, I suggest that perhaps we
ought to be concerned about mutual funds. But it is not just the
computers of mutual funds with which I am concerned. From what
I have read in this area there's a second set of computers involved.
As mutual fund investors increasingly use the Internet to access
their accounts, their computers may be penetrated.' 0 And evidently that is going to be very, very easy.
Business Week has had several articles in the last few months on
this subject." Personal computers are apparently at high risk of
being penetrated by hackers.1 2 It does not take an experienced
hacker to go into a personal computer and steal information including passwords. Firewall software is just now becoming available.
Even if it becomes widely used, many people will not keep them up
to date and many people will probably disable them.
If hackers are able to come into and rummage around your
personal computer, what you have on your personal computer at
home or in the office may not be all that secure.
It seems to me that mutual funds ought to address this issue
and the SEC ought to address this issue much more seriously, because it is much wiser to prevent problems than to try to cure them
after they have arisen. Unfortunately, humans have a history of letting things happen and then trying to rectify the problems after
they have taken place.
There are some suggestions I have for current practices that I
think could be improved. The one I would like to focus on is
"PINS," personal identification numbers, particularly when you use
automated telephone systems. There is no regulation, as far as I
know, on the length of a PIN, a personal identification number.
Some fund families allow you to create a PIN of eight digits. Other
fund families permit a maximum of four digits. But there is a huge
difference in the security supplied between a four-digit PIN and an
9. 60 Minutes (CBS television broadcast, Jan. 23, 2000).
10. Mutual Fund Buyers Like The Net, FINANCIAL SERVICE ONLINE, Feb. 1999.
11. See e.g., Steve Hamm, Melissa Is Sending You A Warning, BusINESS WEEK, April
12, 1999 at 32 (while most corporate PC users have at least rudimentary protection
from viruses, fewer than 30% regularly update their antiviruses software to protect
themselves from the latest strains).
12.

Katherine M. Hafner, et al., Is Your Computer Secure, BusiNass WEEK, Aug. 1,

1988, at 64.
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eight-digit PIN. If someone is randomly guessing at a PIN, all four
digits of a four-digit PIN will be found just by chance once in every
10,000 attempts. If a person is randomly trying to identify an eightdigit PIN, the correct sequence of numbers will appear once in 100
million attempts. That is a huge difference. Going from a fourdigit PIN to an eight-digit PIN reduces the likelihood of someone
guessing your PIN by a factor of 10,000.
MR. ZWEIG: Larry, can I interrupt for a second? In a world of
Pentium chips, is that difference as significant as it sounds? I
mean, if I am a good hacker, shouldn't the only difference between
the security on a four digit pin and eight digit pin, be that it might
take me a little bit longer to hack the latter?
MR. BARNETT: I do not know; I am not a hacker. However,
repeated unsuccessful attempts to access an account may signal a
fund's computer to deny access until the fund can investigate.
MR. HOWARD: Jason is.
MR. ZWEIG: Unfortunately not.
PROF. HAAS: I think Jason's referring to the TV shows and
the movies, I am familiar with them as well, where the person has
this electrical device and they go up to a safe and they stick it in
somewhere. I guess there is a safecracker portal that you stick the
device in. And you hit a button and it goes through all these different digits and all of a sudden comes up with your PIN number.
MR BARNETT: But insofar as mutual funds are concerned, is
it not more likely that mutual funds are going to escape liability in
the event of a lawsuit for a loss due to an unauthorized transaction
if they permit the use of an eight-digit password as opposed to four
digits?
And yet a fund family that allows just four digits probably determines the length of the PIN for its investors who also invest in fund
families that allow eight-digit PINS. Because I do not want to remember different numbers for different fund families. If one fund
family an investor is with has a four-digit PIN maximum, that is
probably what the investor is going to use for all fund families.
MS. SCALVINO: I do not know, though, that I would agree
that it is more likely that a firm will escape liability with an eightdigit PIN. I mean, I think it is going to depend on all of the facts
and circumstances, just like any analysis of whether you are liable or
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not. Do you have other protections in place? Does your PIN disable if somebody tries to just put numbers in and after a couple of
attempts it fails, which means you now cannot use the automated
system? That is a protection you can have in place that would help
just as easily with a four-digit PIN as an eight-digit PIN. Does the
fund company have procedures in place that say that the check is
only going to go to the address of record? So therefore, the person
whose account it is, is going to get the check, whether or not they
are the one that actually made the redemption in the first place. So
I do not know that I would necessarily agree the difference between
four and eight digits is going to be determinative in any particular
case.
MR. BARNETT: I did not mean to imply that it would. But it
is a factor, it is one of those facts that goes into the total mix.
PROF. HAAS: Pauline, let me ask you this question. Maybe
Steve, you can jump in as well. What would the liability be for a
fund family where a hacker got in and stole $10 million from investor funds? Is it a negligence standard? Is it gross negligence? Any
thoughts on that?
MS. SCALVINO: I think that the fund company, whenever it
makes a decision as to security issues would consider itself to be
subject to a negligence standard.
PROF. HAAS: Simple, mere negligence?
MS. SCALVINO: Simple negligence. What is reasonable?
What precautions should we have in place? What is the rest of the
industry doing? What are the industry standards?
If you are not living up to those standards, I think you have got
a real issue. I think the law would hold us to a negligence standard.
PROF. HAAS: So if someone stole money and you can show
that you had certain procedures in place, do those procedures have
to relate to the technology that outsiders are using with respect to
hacking ability or-I am concerned about fund to fund comparison
versus who the threat is. That is, do you have to be reasonable with
respect to other funds or reasonable with respect to outside threats?
MS. SCALVINO: I honestly think it is all. I mean, I think you
have to look at what everyone else in the industry is doing, but you
cannot look at that in a vacuum without understanding what the
risks are. You know, do you have consultants who are coming in
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and saying, 'You know what? You are very vulnerable, regardless of
what the industry may be doing, because there is this technology
out there that makes it easier to get into your systems." So I really
think you have to look at what are the hackers doing and where are
you at risk. And it goes beyond what the other companies are doing. I think it is the whole picture of what are the threats out there.
Maybe not even just in the financial industry, but in other industries as well.
MR. BARNETT: It troubles me that the only concern might be
what is it we need to do to escape liability. Because I see a larger
issue here and that is the trust factor. How do we maintain trust in
the mutual fund industry, which has become such a prominent and
important factor in our structure, our financial structure?
MS. SCALVINO: I absolutely agree. I think that the industry
recognizes that one of the fundamental, if not the most fundamental, reasons for its success over the past sixty years has been the trust
element. And if your shareholders do not trust you and if they do
not trust that you're going to be acting in their best interests, they
do not trust that you are going to be looking out for them and
protecting their funds, they are going to go elsewhere.
The industry understands that. For example, the Investment
Company Institute has a committee that looks at security issues all
the time. It is probably the one committee where firms disclose
more information than you can possibly imagine because of the
thought that this is in the best interest of all shareholders for us to
get together, talk about the threats, talk about what we are doing to
prevent those threats. There is a real recognition that without investor confidence and trust we are not going to be anywhere.
PROF. HAAS: Now, Pauline, many of us have seen the movie,
"Entrapment,"' 3 with Sean Connery and Catherine Zeta-Jones-excuse me, Mrs. Michael Douglas.
MS. SCALVINO I have not seen it so you will have to explain
the plot to me.
PROF HAAS: What happens is they had a plot where they
broke into a central bank and they stole one penny from every corporate banking account around the globe. You put enough pen13.

ENTRAPMENT (Fox Pictures 1999).
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nies together and it came out to several billion dollars. Vanguard
has how many assets under management at this time?
MS. SCALVINO: $500 billion.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: $500 billion. I do not know if I would
want yourjob, by the way. I am getting nervous just thinking about
lawsuits if I were to lose any of that money. What does Vanguard do
about that? Are you guys being proactive? What are you doing to
protect our funds?
MS. SCALVINO: We are very proactive, and I think most of
the industry is very proactive as well. I cannot tell you exactly what
we are doing. We have an information security department whose
sole responsibility is to make sure that our systems are secure, both
the Web and just our general systems. They are there to make sure
that only the proper people within Vanguard have access to account information. I do not need to have access to anybody's account information in my job and I should not have that access.
Only the people who should have it, have it.
There are procedures in place to make sure you have background checks when you hire people. You have procedures in
place to make sure that security access is appropriate for the person's job. We have consultants who come in and look at our systems. We have hackers and companies that we hire to try and break
in and to tell us where the potential vulnerabilities are.
I cannot sit here, and I do not think anybody can sit here, and
tell you that I can guarantee that a hacker will never get in. Nobody
can ever do that. But you take every single precaution that you can.
It is a constantly evolving area. The best security practices probably
two months ago are no longer the best security practices today. On
the Web we use 128-bit encryption, which is the highest standard.
That has been criticized by a lot of clients because they do not have
browsers to support that. Well, we were not comfortable doing anything less. So it is a constantly evolving area. And I think every
fund company, if they want to remain in business, and I know that
the larger fund companies are doing this, are very proactive in this
area.
Our reputation is on the line. And sure, you can have insurance. We have different kinds of coverage for employee fraud or all
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the rest of it. But when that article hits the front page of The Wall
Street Journal,that is it.
PROF. HAAS: Steve, what would you say are the disclosure requirements in this regard? If someone were to break in, would that
14
clearly be disclosable under the '34 Act?
MR. HOWARD: Yes, I think it would be. It depends upon, of
course, the circumstances. You'd have to look at how it was done,
how much money was taken, that sort of thing. But, yes, I think it
would require disclosure. The question is really where would you
disclose it, under what circumstances and what documents. But yes,
I think it is material in terms of the operations of the fund.
PROF. HAAS: One thing that we did not talk about in terms of
disclosure is that there is never any disclosure about the risk of having your funds stolen through a hacker or any other way. If someone were to hack through a system, would that be a mandatory risk
factor requiring disclosure going forward, Steve, do you think for
that fund?
MR. HOWARD: I think so. Yes, I think so. It's clearly-put it
differently. If you were not to disclose it and it were discovered, I
think first, just in terms of the trust issues that we are talking about,
it would be very detrimental to the investment company. But I
think from the SEC's view, you are withholding information that is
critical to an investment decision because it is the security of the
security, the security of the investment. And it is fundamentally
important.
The way I like to think of the trust factor that we are talking
about is that back when investment companies first got started
there was no way, no how that someone was going to write out a
check and mail it across the country to an investment company.
That just was not going to happen in the Forties and even in the
Fifties and early Sixties. But, starting with the Seventies, Eighties
and Nineties, people do not even think twice about taking their life
savings or a portion of their life savings, putting it in an envelope
and sending it to somebody by the name of Dreyfus or Vanguard
who they do not know and have no personal relationship with just
because of something that they have read in a newspaper or a magazine, and they have entrusted their livelihood on that basis.
14.

Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
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So it really cannot be over-emphasized that trust is what the
business, the mutual fund industry lives and dies by and hopefully
continues to live by. But disclosure issues like that really cut to the
core of this. Any hiding of incidents, I think, would be not only
detrimental to that investment company but the whole industry.
MS. SCALVINO: Just to put some numbers around what Steve
just said, we have 14 million shareholders. We probably have, if we
are lucky, 5,000 of them who have met us, and that is probably a
gross overstatement, from coming into our investment centers, and
we only have two of them across the country. So people are sending us their retirement savings without ever having seen a face oryou know, they might see Jack Brennan on TV once in a while or
Mr. Bogle, but that is it. And they are doing it having spoken to a
different person every time they call on the phone. So there's no
personal relationship at all.
PROF. HAAS: Jason, could you speak on the trust issue and
what your perception is? Do people, when they are sending that
check in, do they think they are sending it to a bank, that it is that
secure?
MR. ZWEIG: Yes, I think so. I think, oddly enough, our colloquial language in this country has not really caught up with the
change in the financial system over the past generation. We still
talk about, we say, things like, it is like money in the bank or you
can bank on it. And arguably in the past twenty-five years we would
have the right to expect people to say, well, you can fund on it or
you can put it in a fund, because no one thinks of mutual funds as
having the kinds of risks that the other components of the financial
system have, absconding, insolvency, bankruptcy, fraud, for that
matter.
That is not to say that the mutual fund industry has never had
any fraud in it, because it has, had and will continue to have some.
But it is certainly far less than virtually any other element of the
financial services industry. And I would agree completely with what
Steve said. In fact, he took many of the words out of my mouth.
PROF. HAAS: And he was not even on that conference call.
MR. ZWEIG: And he did not even know we had talked about
that. What Steve is describing, this experience of a typical American putting his or her life savings into an envelope and sending it
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off to a stranger, I have always referred to that as the daily miracle
of the mutual fund industry. And it is the absolute heart, core and
soul of the customer relationship with the mutual fund.
And I think, the other thought-provoking thing in what Steve
was saying is that if any of Larry's scenarios ever come to pass and
we do have a hacking incident and a fund is broken into and that is
disclosed in a fund filing, there will be a public relations firestorm
like the fund industry has never seen. And if I were outside counsel
to a mutual fund company I would certainly be advising the senior
executives to make contingency public relations plans and to study,
say, the Johnson & Johnson-Tylenol crisis 15 or the introduction of
new Coke or any of the other sort of good and bad examples of how
dramatic industry change has been handled by executives. Because
it will, as someone mentioned earlier, it will not only be on the
front page of The Wall StreetJournal,but it will be everywhere and it
will stay there. And hundreds of reporters will be swarming
through State Street in Boston and midtown Manhattan and San
Francisco and Chicago trying to find the next one. And you have to
plan for this, you have to plan ahead for this, notjust on the systems
end, but also on the public relations end.
PROF. HAAS: Well, let us move on to our next issue, unless,
anyone has any questions about hacking? How do you do it? It's on
the Internet. You can go and research it. It's very easy.
MR. ZWEIG: Oh, I am sorry, Jeff. I am sorry, because I did
have another thought. I just wanted to add onto something Larry
was saying. He mentioned that at the individual shareholder level,
another layer of penetrability, I guess we could call it, has been added to the system so that the danger from hackers does not exist
just at the fund company level but also at the shareholder level.
I think it is important to recognize that with the increasing
levels of disinternediation we have seen in the financial services
industry over the past ten years, there probably are, I would argue,
at least four levels at which account information could be hacked
and probably a half dozen. You have the individual account holder.
You have the fund company. But increasingly between them you
have discount brokerages like Charles Schwab, Fidelity's brokerage
15.

Deathsfrom Cyanide Tylenol Alarm Nation; "Madman Sought in Poisoning," FAcr

ON FiLE WoLD NEws DIGmsr, Oct. 8, 1982 at 742, A3.
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arm, Vanguard's brokerage arm. Waterhouse, any number of other
discount brokerages that function as clearing firms for independent financial planners, who themselves have their own computer
system, which presumably are less sophisticated.
So you would go from a stand-alone P.C. at the individual
shareholder level to sort of primitively networked P.C. at the financial planner level to some kind of well-networked system at the discount brokerage level, on to the fund company, and then beyond
to the custodian, the external transfer agent, if there is one, and
DTC.16 So if this happens it could happen at any link of the chain.
And you have scores of individual financial planners around the
country who each manage several hundred millions of dollars
worth, hundreds of millions of dollars worth of mutual fund accounts. So this is not necessarily a one-person office in a strip mall
in Keokuk, Iowa. In a lot of cases this is a substantial stand-alone
business with a very sizable amount of assets that would be well
worth hacking if you are a hacker.
PROF. HAAS: What is the-I think if they were going to attack, they would attack the weakest link. Pauline's done a lot with
Vanguard in terms of putting up firewalls, et cetera. How likely is it
that someone could take over an individual investor's identity, that
is, become them on the computer and interact with, say, Vanguard,
Pauline, and basically trick you guys into thinking that they are one
of your shareholders?
MS. SCALVINO: The risk is definitely there. You have the risk
of identity fraud even not on the computer with someone assuming
someone's identity and sending in a check that they have forged.
And they open an account and who is going to know?
The risk is there. Again, you take steps to try and mitigate the
risk as much as possible. We require a user ID and a password.
Again, there is a disabling of your user id if you do not get your
password right three times. In addition to that, we have limitations
of what you can do online and even if I were able to sit down at
Larry's computer and was able to get his password or if he walked
away and left the computer on and I was able to sit there and do a
transaction, I could not change the address to which the check is
sent, I could not change wiring instructions on the account, I could
16.

The Depository Trust Company.
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not add wiring instructions on the account if they do not already
exist. And if they do already exist, they are specifically to Larry's
bank account.
So, again, the risk is there, but you try to take as many steps as
you possibly can to mitigate the risk or to catch any sort of intrusion
that might occur.
PROF. HAAS: That is very comforting to know, that Vanguard
has those types of things in place to actually protect the investor
from himself or herself, quite frankly.
Why don't we move on to the next issue. And that is something that gets me a little hot under the collar. And that is investor
privacy. Poll after poll, as reported in the media, tells us that we
think investor privacy, that is, keeping control of our own personal
information, is crucially important. Yet we know businesses would
like to capitalize on that information and use it in cross-selling efforts to generate additional revenue. And it is kind of interesting,
just anecdotal evidence. I receive most of my mail here at NewYork
Law School. And I do that because it is easier to throw out all that
junk mail with a huge garbage can. And I can almost just take my
mail and dump it right in.
I am always amazed. A few things do make it to my home. And
I always like to think about how that happened. How did these people trace me? And one of my favorite things to do is when I am on
the Internet and they force me to put in an e-mail address, and I
hate to do that unless it's something, an entity that I want to interact with. I like to type in as my e-mail address "yourmama.com."
And whoever has "yourmama" as an e-mail address receives lots of
stuff for me, I have no doubt. So Pauline, I am going to turn it over
to you. And I am a little sensitive to this issue.
MS. SCALVINO: I need my job right now.
PROF. HAAS: Well, you manage $600 billion. How bad could
it be?
MS. SCALVINO: $500.
PROFESSOR HAAS: Oh, I'm sorry, $500. $600 next year, do
not worry. I am sure it will catch up. Tell us about, I guess, the law
in the area, because new things have happened and I know, I think
some new guidelinesMS. SCALVINO: Came out-
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PROF. HAAS: -came out just yesterday. What are you guys
required to do and do you have any moral compunction to do
something beyond that?
MS. SCALVINO: Well, what we are required to do, surprisingly
enough, and this surprised me when I first joined Vanguard, until
this past November there was no real law that said to mutual funds
that you have to keep investor information confidential. Now, although that was the fact and that was the way the law was, mutual
funds have kept investor information confidential, and I think that
goes back to the trust factor. In November, the Financial Services
Modernization Act was signed, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, which
did away with the Glass-Steagall restrictions and opened the way for
the consolidation of insurance companies, banks, brokerage firms,
17
and mutual funds.
But an important part of that Act, and a part that was very hotly
debated were the privacy provisions.' 8 And you can really break the
privacy provisions down into three parts. One actually has to do
with security, and the privacy provisions actually require the various
federal regulators to develop rules and regulations regarding the
processes and procedures that the mutual fund companies as well
as banks and everyone else who the Act applies to must adopt in
order to protect shareholder information and shareholder funds.' 9
How the regulators will deal with that, I will address in a minute.
But that is part of the act.
The second part of the Act has to do with disclosure. 20 And for
the first time mutual funds and other financial institutions will be
required to tell you what they do with your information. 2' Do they
give it to affiliates, and if they give it to affiliates, what kind of information do they give to affiliates? Which affiliates do they give it to
or at least in broad categories? Do they give your information to
non-affiliates? And again, what are the categories of the information, what are the categories of companies that they provide the
information to? What do they do with your information once you
17. See Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, Pub. L. No. 106-102, 1113 Stat. 1338 (1999) (to
be codified at 15 U.S.C. §§ 6801-6809).
18. See id. at §§ 501-527.
19. See id. at § 501(a).

20.
21.

See id. at § 503.
See id. at § 503(a).
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are no longer a current customer? Is that information being
shared? So there is a disclosure requirement and you must secure
the privacy notice at the time you become a customer and once a
22
year thereafter throughout the relationship.
The third part of the Act, which is really the part that was the
most hotly contested, covers the sharing of information with other
parties and any restrictions on that.2 3 Can you just give it to any-

body you want, and does the shareholder or the customer have any
say in the matter? Or do you have to get their affirmative consent
to give it out? Or do you have to give them the opportunity to
object, but in the absence of objection you can distribute the
information?
The way that the law came down and the way that it was passed
was as follows: there are no restrictions on the provision of information to affiliates. 24 A company can give your information to its affiliates for the purpose of marketing services to you, offering you new
products, without restriction, as long as it is disclosed in the privacy
25
policy that you are provided.
With respect to non-affiliates, the law provides that you have to
be given notice about the policy. 26 And you have to be given the
opportunity to object. 27 And if you opt out of that disclosure, then
the financial institution has to remove your information from
whatever is being provided to this non-affiliate. 28 That is the most
controversial part of the Act. There were a lot of consumer groups
who wanted the law to require an opt in provision for both affiliates
and non-affiliates, which would basically require any institution to
come to you and get your affirmative consent before releasing your
29
information to anybody.
Now, having said that, there is already a pending bill in the
House and the Senate requiring affirmative consent, which would
22. See supra note 17 at 503(a).
23. See id. at § 502.
24. See id. at § 502(e).
25. See id. at § 503(a) (1).
26. See id. at § 502(a).
27. Seeid. at § 502(b) (1) (B).
28. See id. at § 502(b) (1).
29. See FDCH Congressional Testimony, July 20, 1999, Testimony of Edmund
Mierzwinski House Banking and Financial Services Financial Institutions and Consumer
Credit Unions Financial Privacy.
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already amend the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.3 0 It is pretty much sitting in committee right now, and frankly, I do not think it has
much chance of passage, because that was one of the most hotly
contested parts of the law, and the banking industry and the rest of
the financial services industry was really very much opposed to requiring any sort of affirmative opt in requirement.
PROF. HAAS: Pauline, what is the justification-you told me
the last time we spoke-what is the justification for sharing information with your affiliates?
MS. SCALVINO: Well, let me just make one other comment,
Jeff, before I address that question. I think it is important to keep
in mind that in the mutual fund industry, I am not aware of any
firm that shares information with a non-affiliate. Mutual funds do
not sell the information. They do not view this as a source of revenue where they can get money for releasing the information to
other parties. So in the mutual fund industry the provisions that
were really the most relevant to us had to do with sharing information with an affiliate. Frankly, the basis for our justification, we believe, is that it is actually in the shareholder's best interest.
When you come to Vanguard, very few clients think of Vanguard as The Vanguard Group, which is the transfer agent of each
Vanguard fund or Vanguard Marketing Corporation, which is the
broker-dealer, or Vanguard Fiduciary Trust Company, which is the
trust services provider. They think of Vanguard as a complex and
they expect to get a range of financial services. Therefore, when we
send out materials, we think it is perfectly appropriate to send a
mutual fund shareholder information about our brokerage services, and to send a brokerage services client information about our
trust services. It is really part of the industry's attempt to educate
consumers and clients about the information and the services that
are available, as well as, frankly, using a shared database with all that
information in one place. It is less costly. Further, you can offer
clients things like consolidated statements, which everyone wants,
showing all of their assets, regardless of what the legal entity is that
might be maintaining the relationship.
PROF. HAAS: I have heard what you have to say. And I understand the need to share information with affiliates for the purpose
30.

See H.R. Con. Res. 3320, 106th Cong. (1999).
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of basically servicing an account. I am all in favor of that. And I
think there are some synergies in doing that. But why should I have
to receive Vanguard brokerage information when I never requested
it? Why should I have to learn about your trust services when I
didn't request it? I guess the thing that annoys me the most is the
only reason you are sending it to me specifically is because you have
used information that I entrusted to you for other purposes.
MS. SCALVINO: People have different opinions on this, obviously. Some consumers are going to feel the way you do. If they
learn Vanguard does that, they may very well go elsewhere to a fund
that does not forward personal information to non-affiliate. We believe, based on our experience with our clients and the demands
that they have made that clients are more likely to ask, "Aren't you
going to provide additional services? Why can't I get information
about this, that and the other thing? You don't do a lot of advertising in order to keep costs down, so the only way I find out anything
is when you put it in your newsletter or you send me a brochure
about it." We see that side, and we get the most feedback from
shareholders who are really seeking the information, want the information, and really look at us as a complex-wide financial institution where you get a broad range of services. They want to be aware
of everything that is out there.
If you are not interested you can certainly call us. Right now,
we have a financial privacy brochure, which is available for clients,
saying that, if you do not want any information other than your
account statements, prospectuses, annual reports, semi-annual reports, tell us and we will not send it to you.
PROF. HAAS: Now under the new law you have to send what
your privacy policy is once a yearY' And consumers have the opportunity to opt out, basically say I only want this particular information, 3 2 don't share other things with me, et cetera. Do you
include with that statement of privacy a form on which a customer
can opt-out? Do you include a self-addressed stamped envelope in
which I can send it back? Or is the burden always on me to try and
opt out?
31.
32.

See supra note 17, at § 503(a).
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MS. SCALVINO: Well, that is actually going to be addressed in
the regulations. What happened yesterday was that the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision,
the Federal Reserve Board came out with the regulations, which
Congress asked them to enact to implement the law for the banking
industry.3 3 The SEC is scheduled to come out with theirs by the
end of the month.3 4 So I do not know exactly what the SEC is going
to require of mutual funds, although the SEC staff informed the ICI
that they are going to be very comparable to what the banks have
35
done.
Now, the proposed banking regulations, which are out for
comment, would not allow a bank to require the shareholder to
write a letter.3 6 You have to make it easier than that, and they offer
a number of options.3 7 One option is to provide them a form that
they can just check off a box and send it in. The option is provided
with a postcard that they can just send back, or provide them with
the return postage pre-paid envelope. Another option is give them
the opportunity to do it online and just send you an e-mail. So that
is really going to be fleshed out in the regulations. The way that the
banking regulations have been drafted, it does not really requireit does not says- you have to send the client a card with an envelope, so they can just throw it in the mailbox and send it back.
PROF. HAAS: Does Vanguard have a position yet on what it is
going to do?
MS. SCALVINO: No. We have been waiting for the regulations to be adopted.
I can tell you what we currently have is a brochure that explains our privacy policy. Youjust rip off and you check off a box. I
do not think we normally provide that with a postage pre-paid
envelope.
33. See OCC News Release, OCC Proposes Rules to Implement Gramm-LeachBliley Act Privacy Provisions, at http://www.occ.treas.gov/ftp/release/2000-5.txt (Feb.

3, 2000).
34. See Privacy of Consumer Financial Information, SEC Release No. 34-42484, at
2000 SEC LEXIS 377 (Mar. 2, 2000).

35.

See id.

36.
37.

See Joint Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 65 Fed. Reg. 8779 (Feb. 22, 2000).
See id.
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PROF. HAAS: So you normally do not provide that statement
with an envelope that has pre-paid postage. Yet when I get my account statement, there is a little form where I can send in additional money that always has the envelope with the stamp on it.
MS. SCALVINO: That is correct. But you know, there has
been more of a demand for that than there has been for an envelope with a statement of privacy.38 There is one other thing that I
need to mention. It is actually in the paper that is included. That
is, one part of the Act that has made the financial institution world
very nervous, is that the Act does not pre-empt state law with respect
to the privacy provisions. 39 The Act says that the states cannot
adopt any sort of regulations or statutes that are inconsistent with
the privacy provisions under the federal law.40 But inconsistent

does not include greater protections that the states might want to
allow.

41

Now, what is frightening about it is that if you are a national
institution doing business in fifty states, you now could be subject to
fifty different state requirements on privacy. So, ifJeff can convince
New York to enact a law that says, they have to get my affirmative
consent to give the information to anybody, unless it is needed to
service my account, that is going to be the requirement in New
York. Meanwhile, Pennsylvania might say, no, we are happy with
the way the law is right now. And suddenly we could be faced with
fifty different laws on a privacy policy.
PROF. HAAS: I think that is a troubling point, even for me,
who is pro-investor, pro-consumer on this issue. Pauline, one last
question that I have, and I would like to hear from Jason and Larry
as well about their thoughts on privacy. Why is it-and maybe, I do
not know specifically about Vanguard, but why is it when I go to an
Internet site and they have that little box that says, if you would like
additional information or would like to hear about other products
we think you might find useful-and I always wonder why they
think I might find something useful-check the box. And I look at
38. Pauline C. Scalvino, The Laws Governing the Privacy, Confidentiality and Security of a Mutual Fund Investor's Information (2000).
39. See supra note 17, at § 507(a).
40. See id.
41. See id. at §507(b).
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the box and it is already checked for me. Why do I have to "uncheck" the box?
MS. SCALVINO: We do not have that on our site.
PROF. HAAS: And it is always so small that you barely see it. It
is actually underneath like the name of the Webmaster. Why is
that?
MS. SCALVINO: We do not have that on our site. But one of
the reasons why most people in the financial services industry, and
this is especially true on the mutual funds side, is that they are concerned about requiring clients to affirmatively opt into sharing information with affiliates. Based on our client surveys, clients want
the information. So, that would lead you to think that everyone's
going to check that box and we are fine. Everyone's affirmatively
consented.
The problem is that based on doing surveys and on trying to
get people to respond, people just do not get around to doing it.
And someone who really does not have an objection, someone who
does not even have a reasonable expectation that Vanguard's not
going to send them information about our brokerage services or
our trust services, just will not get around to checking off the box.
PROF. HAAS: Jason, what do you think the pulse of the shareholders of the country is on this particular point?
MR. ZWEIG: Well, I am inclined to lean towards Pauline's position. And I will put this in a way that sounds a little snobby, although I do not mean it that way. I think there are a lot of people
who just like to have mail.
PROF. HAAS: Are these the same people who own cats? Sorry,
lots of cats.
MR. ZWEIG: No. I grew up in a small farming community in
rural New York State. And there are an awful lot of people who are
very sad when they walk out to the mailbox and there is nothing in
it.

PROF. HAAS: They can have some of mine.
MR. ZWEIG: Well, it would be nice if it worked that way. But
that is a wealth-redistribution issue we will have to leave for a different discussion. But at the other extreme, there are an awful lot of
people like you and like my wife who, if it were up to her, would
make an affirmative opt in provision the next constitutional amend-
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ment because my wife will go berserk when anybody sends her junk
mail. I mean, she gets physically violent at junk mail.
PROF. HAAS: But do you think a constitutional amendment is
feasible?
MR- ZWEIG: I would have to clone my wife and I do not think
I am prepared to do that right now. I think that the real issue is
that most people, as Pauline suggested, probably like getting this
stuff, at least from affiliates, or are neutral toward it. But then there
is the small, vocal minority, like you and my wife, who can't stand it.
And I do not think this is a legal or regulatory issue, quite so much
as it is a business management issue. And it is one issue that the
fund industry needs to be sensitive to. The marketplace will probably sort this out reasonably well. And again, I think the Internet will
solve a lot of these details better than regulators can.
PROF. HAAS: Do we have any questions from the audience at
this point?
AUDIENCE MEMBER: What about selling the information to
other companies?
PROF. HAAS: What about selling the information to other
companies. Pauline, what's the law once again? Can you sell it to
non-affiliates?
MS. SCALVINO: The law is that you can sell it to non-affiliates. 42 But the institution has to tell the consumer. 43 As far as I am
aware, no mutual fund company sells the information-we do not
want anybody else to have the information. But the law would allow
you to do that, except there is an outright prohibition actually in
the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act from selling the information to a third
party that is just going to use it for telemarketing purposes. 44 But, if
Vanguard suddenly decided that it wanted to sell the information
to Fidelity, we could do that, as long as we told you up front that we
were doing it and gave you the option to opt out.
AUDIENCE MEMBER: I am just curious about what percentage of the fee shareholders pay goes towards paying for these
solicitations?
42.
43.
44.
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PROF HAAS: 'Whose money are you spending when you send
us this junk mail?
MS. SCALVINO: Well, it is an especially interesting question
with Vanguard's structure, because Vanguard is owned by its shareholders. 45 So there is no management company, like people were
talking about earlier, that takes a profit. 46 All of the costs are
passed through the shareholders. 47 So we have got to be able to
justify the expense ratios, low as they are because that is a valuable
use of your money.
We do not spend anywhere near what other mutual fund companies spend on advertising. We advertise in The Wall StreetJournal
and a couple of magazines. No television advertising whatsoever.
So we keep the advertising budget down. We keep the marketing
budget down. That is why it is actually cheaper for us to stick in a
quarterly statement, to stick in a brochure on something and put it
right through the mail to our shareholders, than to have to do a
completely separate mailing. It would actually lower costs for everyone if we provide brokerage services, because we think it is ultimately in the interest of all shareholders. If it attracts new money
to Vanguard, that ultimately means the expense ratio gets lowered
for everybody. Plus it is a service that our shareholders demand.
So, it is valuable to them and it is actually cheaper to do it if
you can do it across the board to everybody. Or, alternatively, one
of the nice things about being able to share information with an
affiliate is that you can target certain mailings. We have certain services that are only available to people with a certain amount of assets. Our trust services are only available to people with a certain
amount of assets in Vanguard mutual funds. It would be far more
expensive for us to send that mailing out to everybody, or just grab
a list from some public location and send out a mailing than to be
able to target the people who actually might be interested in the
services. Our average expense ratio is twenty-eight basis points and
marketing expenses are a minuscule proportion of that.
PROF. HAAS: Other questions? Yes.
45. See A Unique Corporate Structure, at http://www.vaguard.com/about /
1_3_1.html.
46. See id.
47. See id.
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AUDIENCE MEMBER: Does Vanguard ever sell shareholders'
information to anybody?
MS. SCALVINO: We do not sell your information to anybody.
And if it is used by an affiliate, Vanguard is structured so that the
Vanguard funds own the management company. And the management company owns the broker-dealer, and owns the trust company. So, if we benefit, the trust company benefits, because you are
a shareholder of one and we get you to use our trust services, it all
ends up coming back to you as the shareholder. I mean, that is a
structural thing for us that we're different than other companies.
But we don't sell the information, in any event.
PROF. HAAS: Anything else? Well, I should just say as a final
note, not so much with respect to mutual funds, there is a very important court case going on right now. Hariett Jufnick versus
DoubleClick, where the plaintiff is suing for misuse of her personal
information. 4 8 The main concern is that personal information that
companies gather on the Internet is going to be used for discriminatory purposes. That is, you do not make enough money, your
sexual orientation is not what we like, or we do not like your marital
status, and companies are going to use that information to specifically target certain people for products and avoid other people.
That litigation is going on, I believe, in California right now. Well, I
would like to thank the panel very much for coming out today, and
we're going to reconvene in about five minutes. Thank you.
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